
INTRODUCING
The NEW Omnigon 
Support Garment

KomfortLite 
Support Belt

Rating 3 –  
MODERATE  
SUPPORT
SUITABLE FOR 

• After surgery

• Wear during  

   light exercise

• To help prevent 

   or to support 

   a small bulge

SUPPORT LEVEL

With handy pockets to 
help you grip the belt, 
hold it against your body, 
and pull the belt together. 

INSIDE POCKET 

OUTSIDE 
POCKET



Find the 
right size 
for you

Size Recommend 
waist range

Belt width 
17cm

Belt width 
21.5cm

S 75 - 90cm KLB101 KLB201

M 90 - 105cm KLB102 KLB202

L 105 - 120cm KLB103 KLB203

XL 120 - 135cm KLB104 KLB204

XXL 135 - 150cm KLB105 KLB205

Designed for comfort and ease-of-use

 Disguise your stoma and pouch 

when worn underneath your shirt

 Smooth your body contour to give 

you the confidence during the day

 Provide pouch discretion

 Minimise noises and muffle sounds

 Draw in and help support 

the weight of bulges

 Feel more secure in your core

Other benefits

Not sure how to 
measure for a belt? 
Watch this video

Rounded corners for flexible 
application, no matter what 

your body shape is. You can apply 
the belt at an angle, and/or may 

find it comfortable to wear the 
joining pads along your back.

The comfort level for the KomfortLite support 
belt was beautiful, the fabric is very soft 
and felt smooth and delicate on the skin. 

Wearing it in water was cool and  
allows you to have extra support  
and didn’t become too heavy  
and dried very quickly.

A great product that will  
be very useful for so  
many ostomates.

JESS 

@ownyourbag

“

“
Designed with usability in 
mind. The inside hand pocket 
is used to help hold the belt 
in place, whilst the outside 
hand pocket helps bring the 
two ends around your waist.

Available in 
black, with 
either a 17cm or 
21.5cm width

Strong hook 
and loop closure 

ensures belt is 
secure and  

stays in place

Soft breathable 
fabric for comfort 
against your skin

Can be worn during 
light exercise – 

including swimming!



How to use the KomfortLite belt

If you find  
it hard to 
grip the belt,  
use the new 
pockets to 
help you!

Place the first hand 
over the second hand 
and adjust as needed.

TIP: It may be helpful to 
stand against a wall, with 
the belt between you 
and the wall to help hold 
it in place. 

Bring your hand around 
your belly, and position it 
to a position to where you 
feel most comfortable and 
snug around your core.

Place your hand in the 
outside hand pocket, 
hold it against your body 
to keep it in place.
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Place your other hand in 
the inside hand pocket, 
this pocket is open on both 
ends for left or right hands.
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Grip the belt on both ends. 
First, bring the end with 
the loop pad (the fuzzy 
pad) around your belly, 
and place the end with 
the hook pad (the scratchy 
pad) over the top.

Adjust until you feel 
comfortable with where 
the belt is positioned.

You may find it helpful 
to start with standing 
against a wall, with the 
belt between you and 
the wall to help hold it 
in place.
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TIP:  
Ensure the belt is 

not too tight by 

checking you can 

still fit your hand 
between the belt 

and your pouch



Tips and resources

Explore our playlist of helpful 

videos with steps to follow 

and advice for measuring and 

applying your support garments. 

Ask us for your free copy of our Support Garment 

Guide which includes information about 

parastomal hernia risk reduction or if you already 

have a hernia, how to support and manage it  

with a support garment.

To find these resources online or to view the full range 
of support garments, visit omnigon.com.au

General Guidelines 

available for returning 

to normal activities after 

surgery - written by an 

Exercise Physiologist!

Worried about Parastomal Hernias? Just had surgery?

For active work,  

sport, or a developed 

hernia, try the 

KoolKnit Support Belt.

Unsure if this is the right 

product? Speak to your 
STN about how Support 

Garments may help you.

View now

View now

For the perfect fit, get  
measured by your STN.  

No STN access? Watch the 

‘How to measure’ video


